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Female Leadership in the Insurance Industry
Craig Lapham has served as CEO of retained executive search firm The Lapham Group since 1997. Under his
leadership, the firm has successfully conducted senior executive search engagements on a global basis for multiple
Fortune 100 insurance clients and smaller emerging insurance/financial services firms across both P&C and Life
insurance. In the following interview, Mr. Lapham shares how leadership roles have evolved with regards to more female
leadership.
What positions in the insurance industry have led to an
advancement of women into leadership roles?

In your opinion, has the insurance industry made significant
efforts to promote women into leadership roles? If so, how?

As with other industries, historically women in the insurance
industry have most frequently advanced to executive leadership
roles within the human resources function. The core functions of
an insurance company, specifically underwriting and actuarial,
were traditionally more male dominated. This is rapidly changing
given the expanding dynamics of the product development
process and distribution capabilities of insurers. Technology,
analytics, and advanced marketing techniques through multiple
distribution channels have resulted in a broader and more
diverse slate of executives in key leadership roles and often from
industries adjacent to, and often outside of insurance. This has
created expanded opportunities for women to advance such as
Chief Information Officer and Chief Marketing Officer with such
diverse candidates more frequently coming from outside the
insurance industry.

On a whole the insurance industry has made efforts to promote
women into executive leadership roles. This includes mandating
diverse slates of candidates for senior executive roles, and also
pushing much more aggressively for diverse leadership at the
board of directorship level. Formal mentorship and sponsorship
programs for women are becoming more commonplace across
the industry where this would have been a unique exception 10
or 15 years ago. The efforts of our clients to promote diversity
in recruitment over the past 24 months have resulted in our firm
placing women into leadership roles for CIO, CMO, Head of
Innovation, Chief Claims Officer, Chief Compliance Officer, all for
Fortune 100 level Life and P&C insurance carriers…

How have the roles which women fill in this industry evolved
over the past few years? What has driven this evolution?

The importance of diversity in the recruitment process for
insurance companies has increased significantly over the past
decade. This is reflected in hiring companies mandating diverse
candidate slates for all searches being the rule rather than the
exception. It’s also reflected in insurance companies being more
willing to look to outside industries in order to identify top tier
diverse talent to fill and executive role. Traditionally, an insurer
would be willing to look to an outside industry for diverse talent
to assume an HR role, but clients are now interested in pursuing
diverse talent for technology, marketing, innovation, and
operations roles as well. Certain core functions like actuarial and
underwriting will always require specific industry experience,
but these areas as well are increasingly being led by diverse/
female talent due to companies focus over the past decade to
encourage diverse pipelines of talent. Although progress has
certainly been made in women advancing to C suite leadership
roles in charge of functional areas including finance, claims,
marketing, underwriting, and legal, there is still significant
progress that needs to be made in woman advancing with more
frequency into P&L leadership roles to include CEO.

Insurance companies rely on data and analytics to drive the
profitable performance of their businesses, and the hard
data confirms that diverse organizations outperform their less
diverse competitors. As such, the insurance industry over
the past decade has increased its willingness to look beyond
the traditional HR function for women executive leadership
in other key functions. In addition, over the past decade the
increased focus on the utilization of sophisticated technology
and marketing to drive the development and distribution of
insurance products and services have created new opportunities
for women to assume key leadership roles. Historically, the
underwriting and actuarial functions were the core of insurers
and while they remain as such, they have been joined by
technology and marketing as equal functions in driving profitable
growth of a business. The rise of the “innovation” function within
insurers has also created opportunities for women, as these
roles are often led by executives who may not have come up the
traditional routes of underwriting and actuarial.

How important is diversity in the recruiting process for
insurance companies? Has this increased?

